
          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

 

C1 - PRIX DE BUSSET - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class F - Harness - EUR € 

23.000  

 
1. HAGATTA DE CODIERE - Very unreliable and has not won after 45 starts so far. Runner-up in 
the penultimate start and could pop up in a place 

2. HELL GIRL CHATHO - Unreliable and is probably better in Mounted races but she has won with this shoeing 
arrangement in the past and is not out of it 

3. HARMONIA DE L'ISOP - Lost her way at the end of her 2022 campaign. Returns from a break and is likely to need a 
run or two 

4. HORTANCE FOLLE - Well beaten in all three of her starts this year. Did better in 2022 but was unreliable. Could play a 
minor role 

5. HARMONIE CLEFOISE - Probably needed both her runs this year and will be fit and ready for this race. Has a winning 
chance 

6. HARDIE DE BUSSIERE - On a long losing streak and her last two starts were moderate. Better over the shorter 
distances and others are preferred 

7. HISTORY DE BELFOND - On a very long losing streak and her form this year has been poor. Best watched until 
improvement is shown 

8. HELLINE SERVINOISE - Much improved last run when third. Unreliable and needs to confirm that run but could finish 
in the money 

9. HAIE DES GENIEVRES - Well beaten in her last two starts and she seems to have lost her way of late. Needs to find a 
few lengths to win 

10. HAVANE DE CHENU - Disappointing form of late but this is the first time she is barefoot this year and expect an 
improved performance. Can upset 

11. HERMINE DU SABLIER - Moderate four runs of 2023 and she seems to have lost her way since winning in July 
2022. Others are much preferred 

12. HALMA GRIFF - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two runs but did better earlier this year and is not out of it 

13. HUNE STAR D'EAM - On a long losing streak and he last two runs were moderate. Capable of doing better and could 
finish in the money 

14. HEROINE DARCHE - Her last two starts in mounted races are worth ignoring. Unreliable but is capable of winning a 
race like this 

15. HAPPY DE NICE - Mostly disappointing form this year and she is better when barefoot. Probably best watched for 
now 

16. HUMEUR LA RAVELLE - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak but showed improvement when barefoot last 
time out and can go one better 

Summary : HUMEUR LA RAVELLE (16) ran well last time out when barefoot and will be barefoot again so should fight 
out the finish. HEROINE DARCHE (14) is unreliable but is also better than the Mounted races form suggests and 
deserves some respect. HARMONIE CLEFOISE (5) should be fit and ready to give a better run. HALMA GRIFF (12) has 
a winning chance if finding the form of earlier this year. 

SELECTIONS 

HUMEUR LA RAVELLE (16) - HEROINE DARCHE (14) - HARMONIE CLEFOISE (5) - 

HALMA GRIFF (12) 



          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

C2 - PRIX DE GAYETTE - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 

26.000  

 
1. ILE DU SABLIER - Remains barefoot. Has had 30 unsuccessful attempts at winning a race and she needs to find a 
few lengths to win this race 

2. ILLUSION CASTELETS - Unreliable of late and has yet to win after 26 starts. More needed to win but could sneak a 
minor place 

3. IPSY DU BOCAGE - Disappointing last run and her penultimate start win was over a shorter distance but is also clearly 
not out of it 

4. IKARIA VET - Fit and has been in good form all year. Could like this longer distance and she has a winning chance 

5. IN LOVE METIS - Very unreliable of late but her last win was at this track and she could be the surprise package of the 
race 

6. IMPERATRICE LOVE - Lost her way for some runs but her recent sixth-place finish suggested she was ready to 
improve. Barefoot and has a winning chance 

7. IMOUSSE LA RAVELLE - Has yet to win in 27 starts and has been disappointing of late but is barefoot this time so 
expect an improved run 

8. INDIE DE YOR - On a long losing streak but is holding her form with some nice runs of late and she has a winning 
chance 

9. IRA STAR - Mostly disappointing form this year but was not disgraced when runner-up last time out and could finish in 
the money 

10. ILLUSION DE CHENU - Very unreliable this year and her last two runs were disappointing. Did better in 2022 and is 
capable of an upset 

11. IRLANDE DU NORD - On a long losing streak and has been well tried this year but is barefoot for the first time this 
year and could earn some money 

12. ISIS DE POULINE - Returned to her best with a solid win last time out. Clearly not one to trust but she does have a 
winning chance 

13. INESKA - Remains barefoot. Holding her form well and looks suited to this course and distance. Go close 

14. INAYA MATIDY - She has been a bitter disappointment since last win in July 2022 and she is best watched until 
improvement is shown 

15. IMPLORA MAUZUN - Not disgraced when fourth in her latest start. Unreliable of late but knows how to win is capable 
of winning this race 

Summary : IMPLORA MAUZUN (15) has some class and was not disgraced when fourth last time out. She has won at 
this course before and looks the right one in this race. IMPERATRICE LOVE (6) is barefoot this time and could improve. 
INESKA (13) is holding her forma nd should be suited to this course and distance. IMOUSSE LA RAVELLE (7) is also 
barefoot and could finish in the battle for some money. 

SELECTIONS 

IMPLORA MAUZUN (15) - IMPERATRICE LOVE (6) - INESKA (13) - IMOUSSE LA 

RAVELLE (7) 



          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

C3 - PRIX DE L'AUBRAC - 2150m (a1 5/16m) - Autostart - Class F - 

Harness - EUR € 29.000  

 
1. FERGIE HIGHLAND - Remains barefoot. On a long losing streak but is in good form and ran 
well over this course and distance last time out. Place chance 

2. HARIA DU BELLAY - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two starts but she is capable of 
better and has a winning chance 

3. GAIA DE LA SY - Clearly better than the last two runs would suggest. Barefoot this time and 
improvement expected. Can upset 

4. EMILIE DES IRIS - On a long losing streak and she has been poor this year. Others are much 
preferred this time 

5. GUINNESS - Remains barefoot. Good last win over this course and distance and can follow up 
in this line-up 

6. HACIENDA - Disappointing form of late but she has won with this shoeing arrangement in the 
past and could cause an upset 

7. HAITI LADY - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last run when fifth but has been in good form 
all year and has a winning chance 

8. FEERIE DE L'ISOP - Remains barefoot. Has lost her way of late and is probably best watched 
until improvement is shown 

9. FEE D'AMARO - Mostly moderate form this year. Barefoot this time and is capable of 
improving but is also not likely to win 

10. HIGHWAY DE NAPPES - In good form of late and keeps running well with current shoeing 
arrangement. Could contest the finish yet again 

11. GAIA D'URZY - Remains barefoot. Mostly moderate form of late and is battling to win but 
could play a minor role 

Summary : HARIA DU BELLAY (2) is capable of better than the last two runs and has a winning 
chance in this line-up. GUINNESS (5) is coming off a nice course and distance win and could 
double up. HACIENDA (6) has won with her current shoeing arrangement and deserves respect. 
HAITI LADY (7) is one of many more in this race that hold a winning chance as it is a competitive 
looking race. 

SELECTIONS 

HARIA DU BELLAY (2) - GUINNESS (5) - HACIENDA (6) - HAITI LADY (7) 



          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

C4 - PRIX LES COOKIES DE MARCUS - 2800m (a1 3/4m) - National - 

Autostart - Class E - Harness - EUR € 22.000  

 
1. JOKAI - A bit of a disappointment when only fifth last time out. Barefoot this time so can do better and has a place 
chance 

2. JOSIO DU POMMEREUX - Remains barefoot. A barefoot winner last time out and although clearly unreliable it would 
not be a surprise if he follows up 

3. JAPPELOU - Showed promise when winning first two starts but form has regressed since then and is best watched for 
now 

4. J'Y CROIS - Has yet to win but did run well with this shoeing arrangement last time out and he does have a winning 
chance 

5. JACKPOT DE MAHEY - It may pay to ignore the last start disqualification. More needed to win this race but could 
sneak into a place 

6. JOOSTER LE FOL - Much improved last run when third. Needs to do more to win this race but could play a minor role 

7. JESCO DE LA VALLEE - Not disgraced when third on his comeback run. Ended 2022 with some good wins and 
deserves the utmost respect 

8. JENTIL DIESCHOOT - Remains barefoot. Unreliable but did run well when runner-up last time out and he does have a 
winning chance 

9. JACK SPARCK - Disappointing last run when eight. More lethal over the shorter distances but is clearly not ouf of it 

10. JINGLE DES BROUETS - Has yet to win after 20 starts and is often disqualified. Clearly best watched until major 
improvement is shown 

11. JAZZY JOSSELYN - Returning to his best form and improved when third last time out. Barefoot this time and has a 
winning chance 

12. JUPITER DANICA - Disqualified in only start of this year. Fitter now and is barefoot for the very first time so expect a 
big run 

13. JOB DES MOLLES - Unreliable again this year but he does have some ability and he can win a race like this 

14. JINGLE DU TRIO - Returned to form with a good win last time out. Unreliable and may not follow up but deserves 
some respect 

15. JACK OAKS - He seems to have lost his way and has been poor in four starts this year. Best watched for now 

16. JAPPELOUP TURGOT - Ignore his last start. Did a lot better before that and is barefoot this time. Has a big winning 
chance 

Summary : JAPPELOUP TURGOT (16) is barefoot this time and the last run is best ignored. he can bounce back and 
score.  The unreliable JOB DES MOLLES (13) is quite capable of winning a race like this. JOSIO DU POMMEREUX (2) 
won nicely last time out and can follow up. JESCO DE LA VALLEE (7) looks promising and should improve off the recent 
third-place finish. 

SELECTIONS 

JAPPELOUP TURGOT (16) - JOB DES MOLLES (13) - JOSIO DU POMMEREUX (2) - 

JESCO DE LA VALLEE (7) 



          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

C5 - PRIX D'ECHASSIERES - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class E - Harness - EUR 

€ 22.000  

 
1. JELLY OAKS - Has yet to win after 18 starts and has been very unreliable of late. Not likely to 
win but could play a minor role 

2. JOLINOTE SY - Fit and was much improved when third last time out. Barefoot this time and 
does have a winning chance 

3. JAZZY DE BEZILLAT - Unreliable and does get disqualified more often than one can trust but 
does also win every now and then. Respect 

4. JOYCE DE COSSE - Very consistent so far. Things will get tougher for her now but she could 
finish in the money once again 

5. JUNE DE L'ORGUE - Disqualified in her latest start but had some faire form before that and 
could finish in the money 

6. JENNA DU VAL D'OR - Has yet to win a race and is coming off some moderate efforts but is 
barefoot for the very first time. Watch 

7. JEANNE CO - Unreliable but she was not disgraced when third last time out and could pop up 
in place once again 

8. JOYCE D'AVEZE - Ignore her last run. Clearly capable of better and she does have a winning 
chance in this line-up 

9. JOUVENCE D'AMOUR - Unreliable but she was not disgraced when third last time out and 
could do better this time. Respect 

10. JERSEY ISLAND - Found her best form to win her latest start. Could have more to offer and 
cause an upset result 

11. JULIANA DU LOISIR - Unreliable and has disappointed in the last two starts but she does 
win every now and then. Consider 

12. JUNE DE FLORANGE - Much improved of late and is hat-trick seeking. Remains barefoot 
and she does look the one to beat in this line-up 

13. JERSEY GEMA - Remains barefoot. Fit and is in good form. Suited to this distance and 
should fight out the finish once again 

Summary : JUNE DE FLORANGE (12) has struck a purple patch of form and could complete a 
hat-trick. JERSEY GEMA (13) is fit and in good form and will be a big threat. The unreliable 
JOUVENCE D'AMOUR (9) did well when third last time out and deserves respect for that effort. 
The last run of JOYCE D'AVEZE (8) is best ignored and she will do better this time and could 
surprise. 

SELECTIONS 

JUNE DE FLORANGE (12) - JERSEY GEMA (13) - JOUVENCE D'AMOUR (9) - JOYCE 

D'AVEZE (8) 



          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

C6 - PRIX DE RAVEL - 2150m (a1 5/16m) - Autostart - Class F - Harness - 

EUR € 19.500  

 
1. KOLOR - Four disqualifications in her last five starts make her hard to trust. Capable of better 
and could pop up in place 

2. KARELIA - Disappointing form shown so far but could make vast improvement and is one to 
consider this time 

3. KELLE ALLURE - Not disgraced when runner-up in February but has regressed since then 
with some poor efforts. Others are preferred 

4. KEVA LUDOISE - Disappointing last run when seventh. Did better in her penultimate start and 
she could pop up in place 

5. KATINA DE TOUSSAC - Not disgraced when fourth last time out but has been modest so far 
and could play a minor role at very best 

6. KHALEESI SMART - Good debut when runner-up earlier this month at Chatelaillon-La 
Rochelle. Can fight out the finish once again 

7. KRYADEDARCHE - Not disgraced when runner-up on debut but she has regressed since then 
and she struggled in her last two starts. Others are preferred 

8. KIRA DE CAHOT - Clearly unreliable. Disappointing last run but did run well when runner-up in 
her penultimate start. Not out of it 

9. KEMILLA LEAGABIN - Fair form in first three runs but has been a disappointment with two 
poor runs of late she is best watched for now 

10. KELLY DES LOYAUX - A three-year-old filly by Eco Pierji out of Câline des Loyaux who is 
making her debut. Could win on debut after a good qualifying time 

11. KISS MELODY - Moderate form so far including twice this year. She needs to find a few 
lengths to win this race 

12. KSARYA DE CHENU - Disqualified on debut. Capable of making improvement on that but is 
best watched for now 

13. KARITA - Fourth on her debut earlier this month This looks a tougher race but she deserves 
some respect 

Summary : An interesting race. KELLY DES LOYAUX (10) makes her debut but did qualify nicely 
and can win on debut. KARELIA (2) could make vast improvement for her connections. 
KHALEESI SMART (6) showed promise and although this looks a tougher task she could well be 
up to it. KIRA DE CAHOT (8) is clearly unreliable but should also not be written off just yet. 

SELECTIONS 

KELLY DES LOYAUX (10) - KARELIA (2) - KHALEESI SMART (6) - KIRA DE CAHOT (8) 



          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

C7 - PRIX DE MARINGUES - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Apprentices-

Conditional-Jockeys - Class F - Mounted - EUR € 20.000  

 
1. IZICOERE LE FOL - Probably needed his two runs of this year but he does need to find a few 
lengths to win this race 

2. ILLUSTRATION ECLAT - Remains barefoot and did well when runner-up last time out. She 
has yet to win a race but could finish in the money 

3. IVAN DU CLOS - Disqualified in his last three Mounted races but is better than that and is 
capable of winning if at his best 

4. IRONY DE BIZY - On a very long losing streak and has been a disappointment of late. Needs 
to do more to win this race 

5. INDIANA DE LA NOE - Disqualified in all three starts of 2023 and she seems to have lost her 
way. Probably best watched for now 

6. ILIS DU VALLON - Has yet to win a race and has only been fair in most of her races. Not likely 
to win but could play a minor role 

7. INCENIA DE HOUELLE - Much improved of late and should like the longer distance. Runs 
well with this shoeing arrangement and has a winning chance 

8. ISOLINA - Remains barefoot. Unreliable in Mounted races but did run well when runner-up last 
time out and has a winning chance 

9. IMPACT DU CAUX - On a long losing streak and has been well tried this year. Moderate form 
of late and others are preferred 

10. IRON MAN LOULOU - A bit of a disappointment in his last two starts but was in good form 
before that and has to be respected trying a Mounted race 

11. INES GRIFF - Slight improvement when sixth last time out but she has struggled in her other 
runs this year and others are preferred 

Summary : Form is very thin on the ground in this race. INCENIA DE HOUELLE (7) looks best of 
them on some good recent efforts. The longer distance this time should not be a problem. 
ISOLINA (8) has been unreliable in this discipline but has a winning chance. IRON MAN 
LOULOU (10) tries a Mounted race but has done enough this year to hold a winning hope. IVAN 
DU CLOS (3) is capable of an upset if finding his best form. 

SELECTIONS 

INCENIA DE HOUELLE (7) - ISOLINA (8) - IRON MAN LOULOU (10) - IVAN DU CLOS (3) 



          SUNDAY, 14/05/23 

C8 - PRIX D'AIGUEPERSE - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Amateurs - Class G - 

Harness - EUR € 8.000  

 
1. GALION DES THIRONS - On a long losing streak but has run well twice with this shoeing 
arrangement and has a winning chance 

2. GOURMANDE CHOCO - Only the one to show for her 56 starts but does earn some money 
every now and then and could play a minor role 

3. HANNIBAL SMITH - On a string of five disqualifications in a row and is best watched until 
improvement is shown 

4. HARKANSAS DE L'OZE - Fair form of late but his last four wins have been when barefoot and 
he is not barefoot this time. Place chance 

5. HERCULE DE BANOMME - Probably needed his only run of this year when ninth. Fitter now 
and can improve but is best watched for now 

6. HAISY DE BERTRANGE - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two starts. Clearly capable of 
doing better and could earn some minor money 

7. EGERIE DU PUY - Remains barefoot and has been very consistent of late. She looks likely to 
contest the finish yet again 

8. GRENADINE BLONDE - Good last run when runner-up at Marseille-Borely. Better when 
barefoot but does looks the one to be with 

9. ELMIO DU PAC - Moderate in two starts this year including when barefoot last time out. Needs 
major improvement to win this race 

10. ELFIX DE NEEL - A bit of a disappointment with only fair runs this year. Did a lot better last 
year and deserves respect in this line-up 

11. FIANARANTSOA - Fair fourth last time out when barefoot. Runs in irons this time but has 
won like this before. Place chance 

12. ELEGANT DU DOLLAR - On a very long losing streak and has been particularly poor in four 
starts this year. Others are much preferred 

13. FIGARO DE BUSSET - He seems to have lost his form of late and does need to find a few 
lengths to win this race 

Summary : A tough end to a difficult card. GRENADINE BLONDE (8) is at her best when 
barefoot and that will not be the case this time but she is still capable of winning this race. 
GALION DES THIRONS (1) has run well with his current shoeing arrangement and could fight out 
the finish. EGERIE DU PUY (7) has been very consistent of late and will be right there. ELFIX DE 
NEEL (10) did a lot better last year and could bounce back. 

SELECTIONS 

GRENADINE BLONDE (8) - GALION DES THIRONS (1) - EGERIE DU PUY (7) - ELFIX DE 

NEEL (10) 

 


